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Jessica Ronne is an author, speaker, podcast host of Coffee with Caregivers, associate producer of the

Unseen Documentary, and caregiver advocate. She is founder and executive director of The Lucas Project,

a non profit dedicated to serving parent caregivers with recognition, respite, and residential support.

She and her husband Ryan live in Michigan with their 8 children, including their son Lucas who has profound

disabilities. Her story of beauty from ashes is detailed in her memoir Sunlight Burning at Midnight. To follow the

ongoing saga she can be found at www.jessplusthemess.com or through reading her stories in her latest

books Blended with Grit & Grace or Lovin' with Grit & Grace.
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“Filled with honesty and heart, Jessica invites us into the deep joys and sorrows of being

a parent Sometimes heart-wrenching and other times hilarious, her accessible storytelling about

finding healing in unexpected places is all at once fierce and tender-just like the mother she clearly is.”

-KaylaCraig, Author of To Light Their Way, cofounder and host ofUpside Down podcast

“Jessica Ronne’s story is real, raw, and relevant to anyone praying for the healing of a loved one.”

-AnnaLeBaron, author of The Polygamist’s Daughter

“Jessica’s heartbreaking yet inspiring story reminds me that if we hold on to God and his promises,

he indeed redeems everything we dare to place in his hands.

-NancieCharmichael,Multi-published author of Surviving One Bad Year: Spiritual Strategies to

Lead You to a New Beginning
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